
Candid Content Crew
BY GINGER CO.

Wedding Content Creation



We take a best friend POV to capture
100s of fun behind-the-scenes moments
for you to enjoy as soon as you wake up.

Candid Content Crew



Eternalise the day by keeping the raw, uncut

moments forever. You spend extensive time and

money on your wedding, but it feels over in a blink!

Allow your wedding party to live wholeheartedly in

every moment, without their phones.

Receive the content before your head hits the pillow,

so you can share and enjoy when you wake up.

Own and edit all the photos and video - professional

photographers cull 1000s of bloopers and raw video

footage.
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Why Hire Wedding Content Creators?
T h e  B e s t  F r i e n d  P O V .
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https://youtu.be/t1SD6rRX3X4


CLICK FOR VIDEO EXAMPLE

THE PHOTO VS THE MOMENT.....
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https://youtu.be/7Eb-l7unsHw


Want a phone-free
wedding and

everyone to be fully
present.

Who Needs Wedding
Content Creation?
Couples who:

Don't want to miss
savouring the precious

behind the scenes
moments.

Are worried the
moments will go by
too fast and want to
eternalise the day.

Want to share their
big day online, or with
overseas loved ones.



Your wedding party
captures the bts, but
miss the chance to

be fully present,
while still not getting

quality content.

Wedding
photographers and

videographers
capture the formal
moments, but miss
the bts moments
and take weeks to

deliver the content.

Hire a bts specialist - a wedding
content creator, who will capture

100s of fun, funny and intimate
moments throughout the day.

Get all the content for when you
wake up so you can share with
loved ones around the world.
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Where Do We
Fit On The Day?
We work alongside your

photographer and
videographer.



REVIEWS

Laura Howard

Imogen had such a great
presence at my wedding, 
 capturing the beautiful

candid interactions
between the guests. I

cannot recommend her
enough! 

Claire Stewart

All I can say is WOW. I never
knew I needed this service

until we hired Candid
Content Crew. We got the

content as soon as we woke
up so we could relive the day

again and send to friends. 

Emily Gunn

We spent so much time and
money on our wedding, but

it went by so quickly. We
planned every detail, but the
day was a blur. Now we can
relive every moment until

we are grey and old!! 



CHOOSE YOUR
WEDDING PACKAGE

1

ADD YOUR
WEDDING EVENTS

2

2
CHOOSE YOUR
ADD-ONS

3

WHY US?

As former wedding photographers and

videographers, we know how to capture great

quality shots. But that's not all that's involved in

eternalising great moments. You need to feel

comfortable and relaxed so the content reflects you.

Feel relaxed with
our bubbly and
calming team.

Speedy turn
around time.

Professional
quality content.

Brings guest's
smiles out.

WHAT'S NEXT?



CORE 

Morning preparations,

ceremony, and photo

destination.

 1:1 planning call

2 bespoke recap videos

100s of raw videos from

throughout the day

20 behind-the-scenes

photos 

$2655

 POPULAR

8 HOURS

CLASSIC

Morning preparations,

ceremony, photo destination,

reception until 9pm

 1:1 planning call

Optional IG Takeover

4 bespoke recap videos

100s of raw videos from

throughout the day

30 behind-the-scenes photos 

$3225

10 HOURS

CELESTIAL

Morning preparations,

ceremony, photo destination,

reception until close.

 1:1 planning call

Optional IG Takeover

6 bespoke recap videos

100s of raw videos

40 edited photos in fitting

with a colour theme.

Professional camera option

$3985

12 HOURS

CHOOSE YOUR WEDDING PACKAGE1
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CHOOSE YOUR WEDDING PACKAGE1

MINI

Ceremony

1 summary video

$295

 POPULAR

1 HOUR

SIMPLE

 1:1 planning call

Ceremony

Photoshoot

2 summary videos

$535

2 HOURS

COMPLETE

 1:1 planning call

Getting ready

Ceremony

Photoshoot

2 summary videos

$795

3 HOURS
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ADD YOUR WEDDING EVENTS2

HENS / BACHIE BASH

Capturing five hours of fun 

 1:1 planning call

2 bespoke recap videos

100s of raw videos

Photos throughout the night.

$1185

ENGAGEMENT PARTY

Capturing five hours of fun 

 1:1 planning call

2 bespoke recap videos

100s of raw videos

Photos throughout the

night.

$1185

Candid Content Crew



We bottle up moments

in time, of the people you

love that will last forever.

Each guest will get a mini

interviewed, where we

ask questions like "what

was your favourite

moment with the couple"

and “do you have any

words of wisdom for

marriage?”.

VIDEO
GUESTBOOK

+ $295

PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHY

We can capture high res

photos with proper

cameras in addition to

short-form content*

+ $395

RECORDED
SPEECHES

Savour the memory

with a full video of

each speech on a

professional camera.

+ $195

EXTRA 
SUMMARY VIDEO

Want more reels

than specified? Add

as many as you need.

+$65

POPULAR

CHOOSE YOUR ADD-ON3

TRAVEL 
PACKAGE

If you're more than

40km out of the CBD,

we can arrange travel

for you.

+ tba

EXTRA HOUR 
OF CONTENT

Want us longer? We

thought you'd never

ask! Add as much as

you'd like.

+$185

SECOND
SHOOTER

Get double the content

with a second shooter.

Add them for a

minimum of 3 hours.

+$155

*wedding events only, not weddings 



We want couples to
cherish the candid
and authentic
moments on 
their big day. 

Candid Content Crew



Candid Content Crew

+61 466 040 158

hello@imogenblow.com

@imogenblow

www.candidcontentcrew.com

@candidcontentcrew
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https://www.instagram.com/imogenblow/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/imogenblow/
http://www.candidcontentcrew.com/
https://www.instagram.com/candidcontentcrew/

